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PHIL 380 THE WILL AND THE SELF 
Dr. Christopher E. Franklin 

M/W/F 9am-9:50am, HAL 215 
Spring 2015 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Office: HAL 217C      
Office Hours:  M/W/F 10am-12pm, T 1pm-3:30pm, R 1-2:30pm 
Phone: 724-458-2199    
Email: cefranklin@gcc.edu    
Mailbox: 3086 
 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
At the most abstract level of description our course will be a philosophical inquiry into the 
metaphysical and ethical dimensions of the will and the self. More specifically, we will investigate 
implications between various theories of the will and self. Many philosophers working in the 
philosophy of action are reductionists about agency (or the will) but nonreductionists about the 
self. These philosophers deny that selves are reducible to psychological states and events (e.g. desires, 
beliefs, cares, emotions), while insisting that all agential activities (e.g. choice and action) are reducible 
to psychological states and events (e.g. desires, beliefs, cares, emotions). At the most specific level of 
description, we will investigate this blend of reductionism about agency with nonreductionism about 
the self, assess its tenability (specifically concerning its ability to account for free will and self-
determination), and consider its alternatives. Along the way we will examine topics such as the nature 
of motivation, the will, temptation, weakness and strength of will, wickedness, reductionism, and the 
self.  
 
 

TEXTS 
Gary Watson (ed.), Free Will, 2nd edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).  
 Readings from this text will be indicated by ‘FW’. 
 
Richard Holton, Willing, Wanting, Waiting (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
 
Many of the readings will be available electronically through hyperlinks on the syllabus or on my.GCC 
(these readings will be indicated by ‘E’).  
 
I’ve place A Companion to the Philosophy of Action on reserve in the library. Please use this as a reference 
guide throughout the course 
 
 

COURSE OUTCOMES 
Through PHIL 380, students will: 
 

1. Demonstrate understanding of the major philosophical theories of the self and will 
(Department objectives 2, 3, 7; exam, paper) 
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2. Demonstrate understanding of the relationship between various sources of motivation, such 
as desire, evaluative judgment, and emotions (Department objectives 2, 3, 7; exam, paper) 
 

3. Demonstrate understanding of the prospects and perils of reductionism in the philosophy of 
action and mind (Department objectives 2, 3, 7; exam, paper) 

 
4. Demonstrate understanding of the source of breakdowns in agency (weakness of will, 

compulsion, temptation, etc.) (Department objectives 2, 3, 7; exam, paper) 
 

5. Develop critical analysis and reasoning skills (Department objectives 4, 6, 8, 9; paper, student 
presentations, student critical responses) 

 
 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Attendance 
Each student will be allowed 3 unexcused absences. Beyond this, each unexcused absence will result 
in a 2% loss of the student’s total course grade. Excessive or frequent tardiness will count as an 
unexcused absence. If the student arrives late it is his responsibility to make sure he is marked ‘present.’ 
Excused absences are restricted to authorized college activities, loss of immediate family member, and 
illness/injury. See the Academic Policies Section of the College Bulletin for more information. 
 
Participation—15% 
For each class meeting, students are expected to have carefully read all the assigned reading and to be 
prepared for class discussion. You really will be evaluated for your participation. If you never say 
anything in class, then you will receive a 0 for participation.   
 
Student Presentation—25% 
Each student will be paired with another student and the team will be responsible for leading the class 
through a discussion of one of the assigned readings (which man extend over a few class periods). 
The team should prepare and distribute a physical handout to each class member on the first day of 
the presentation. The team should not prepare any electronic presentation (i.e. power-point or Prezi). 
Rather the team should walk us through their handout that should (i) clearly identify the author’s 
thesis, (ii) clearly identify any of the author’s major assumptions, (iii) clearly present the author’s main 
argument(s), and (iv) surface some interpretative questions/issues and worries about the author’s main 
line of argument. In addition to being responsible for presenting on the assigned reading, the team 
will also be responsible for leading the class through the discussion. This will require them to pause at 
times and see if there are any questions/objections to either their interpretation of the author or the 
author’s main claims, and will require them to use their judgment on when to end a discussion in order 
to move the class discussion forward.  
 
I will soon post a document listing teams and their assigned readings. If you now know of any class 
periods you will miss, it is crucial that you inform me by 1/21. 
  
Student Critical Responses—10%  
Each student will be responsible for two critical responses to the assigned reading. Each critical 
response should raise a total of two issues concerning the assigned reading. The student might raise 
some difficulties of interpretation, objections to the author, further application of the author’s ideas, 
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etc. to the assigned article. There is an oral and written component to this task. The student must 
present each critical response during the discussion of the assigned reading (which many be over a 
few class periods) and turn in a hard-copy to me after discussion of the reading is complete. The hard-
copy should be typed, double spaced, and approximately 600 words. 
 
I will soon post a document listing the assigned readings for which each student is responsible. If you 
now know of any class periods you will miss, it is crucial that you inform me by 1/21. 
 
Paper—30%  
The student is to select an idea, argument, or puzzle covered in any part of the course reading that he 
or she so chooses. The topic must come from the reading. The first part of the paper should set out to explain 
the central argument or puzzle that the student is engaging. The second, and most important, part of 
the paper should, in the case of an idea or argument, seek to defend or critique the idea or argument 
or, in the case of a puzzle, offer a solution or explain why you think there is no solution. This part of 
the paper is not to be a summary of someone else’s thought/argument, but is to be something of your 
own creation. This is difficult and success requires time. Thus, you should select your topic as soon as 
possible and consider and cultivate your response over a couple of weeks. If you wait to the last minute 
it will be impossible for you to articulate any well-developed thought of your own. You are welcome and 
encouraged to discuss all parts of this paper with me in office hours.  
 
The paper is due at the beginning of lecture on 5/1 and must be submitted in hard-copy form. The 
assignment should be typed, double-spaced, and between 2800-3000 words (excluding notes and 
bibliography). The word count should appear at the top of the paper, under the student’s name. Any 
of the major forms of citation (e.g. APA, MLA, CMS, etc.) are permitted, but the student must be 
consistent in the use of citation. 
 
Finally, the student is encouraged to turn in a rough draft via email by the beginning of lecture on 
4/17. I will read and offer critical feedback on the exposition, analysis, and argument of the paper 
and return it with comments by 4/24. 
 
Final—20% 
A cumulative essay exam will be given during finals week. Prior to the exam I will post the exam on 
my.GCC. The exam will consist of 6 numbered (1-6) essay questions. On the day of the final exam, I 
will roll a six-sided die twice: whatever numbers the die lands on will be the essay questions the 
students write on. If I roll the same number twice, there will be a surprise.  
 
Consult the exam schedule now, and make appropriate travel preparations in light of the exam 
schedule published by the Registrar’s office. College policy is that final exams may only be 
administered during finals week, in accordance with the times scheduled by the Registrar’s office, and 
may not be changed or eliminated to suit the convenience of either the instructor or the students. 
Students who have 3 exams on a particular calendar day during the final exam period may request 
permission to change the exam time, but I cannot guarantee that there will be a time that will work 
for the student. 
 
Honesty 
College policies with regard to honesty in taking quizzes and tests and in writing research papers will 
be strictly followed. The college administration and faculty are very concerned about plagiarism and 
take active steps to prevent it. See the plagiarism statement in the Crimson. Also see the college’s policy 
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on Academic Integrity in the 2014-2015 college Bulletin.  The use (or possession) of former 
examinations from this course in preparing for tests is considered a violation of the GCC honesty in 
learning policy as stated in the college Bulletin.  Any form of plagiarism on either draft of your paper 
will result in a 0 grade. 
 
Policy on late assignments: 
Do not ask for exceptions for late work; I accept no excuses except Provost excuses.  Without a 
Provost excuse, late work is assigned whatever grade I strikes me as appropriate, including a 0. 
 
Disability Services 
If you need an accommodation based on the impact of a documented disability, you should contact 
the Academic Resource Center to coordinate reasonable accommodations (Dr. Rita Neu 
raneu@gcc.edu). 
 

TOPICS AND ASSIGNMENTS (schedule subject to change) 

Weeks 1-2 (1/19-1/30) The Will and the Self 
Required reading: Davis ‘The Causal Theory of Action’ (E); Clarke ‘Agent Causation’ (E); Olson 
‘Personal Identity’ (just read part I); Cleve ‘Three Versions of the Bundle Theory’ (pp. 95-102) 
 
Recommended reading: Mele ‘Introduction’ (E); Campbell ‘The Conception of a Person as a Series 
of Mental Events’; Franklin ‘Identification, Self-Determination, and Reductionism’  
 
Week 3 (2/2-2/6) The Challenge to Agency Reductionism 
Required reading: Chisholm ‘Human Freedom and the Self’ (FW); Tolstoy ‘The Devil’ (E)  
 
Recommended reading: Nagel ‘Freedom’ (FW) 
 
Identification Reductionist Responses 
Week 4 (2/9-2/13) Higher-order Desires and the Self 
Required reading: Frankfurt ‘Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person’ (FW) 
 
Recommended reading: Frankfurt ‘Identification and Externality’ (E) 
 
Week 5 (2/16-2/20) The Good and the Self  
Required reading: Watson ‘Free Agency’ (FW) 
 
Recommended reading: Frankfurt ‘Identification and Wholeheartedness’ (E) 
 
Week 6 (2/23-2/27) Desire, Reason, and Will 
Required reading: Stump ‘Sanctification, Hardening of the Heart, and Frankfurt’s Concept of Free 
Will’  
 
Recommended reading: Ekstrom ‘A Coherence Theory of Autonomy’  
  
3/2-3/6 Spring break 
 
Week 7 (3/9-3/13) The Bad and the Self 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/identity-personal/#ProPerIde
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4319731
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40040974
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40040974
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/82123965/Draft_Identification%2C%20Self-Determination%2C%20and%20Reductionism.pdf
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2027051
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2027051
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2108082
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Required reading: Stocker ‘Desiring the Bad: An Essay in Moral Psychology’; Augustine excerpts 
from Confessions (E) 
 
Recommended reading: Tenebaum ‘Accidie, Evaluation, and Motivation’ (E) 
 
Week 8 (3/16-3/20) Reason and the Self 
Required reading: Velleman ‘What happens when someone acts?’ (E) 
 
Recommended reading: Velleman ‘Acting’ (E) 
 
3/23-3/25 No class 
 
Week 9 (3/27-4/6) Plans and the Self 
Required reading: Bratman ‘Reflection, Planning, and Temporally Extended Agency’  
 
Recommended reading: Frankfurt ‘Autonomy, Necessity, and Love’ (E) 
 
4/1-4/3 No class 
 
Nonreductionism about Agency 
Week 10 (4/8-4/13) Externalist Accounts of the Will 
Required reading: Watson ‘The Work of the Will’ (E) 
 
Recommended reading: Albritton ‘Freedom of Will and Freedom of Action’ (FW); Holton Chapter 
3 ‘Choice’; Buss ‘Weakness of Will’; Wallace ‘Normativity, Commitment, and Instrumental Reason’  
 
Week 11 (4/15-4/20) 
Required reading: Holton Chapter 4 ‘Weakness of Will’ 
 
Recommended reading: Mele ‘Weakness of Will and Akrasia’ 
 
Week 12 (4/22-4/27) 
Required reading: Holton Chapter 5 ‘Temptation’ 
 
Week 13 (4/29-5/6) 
Required reading: Holton Chapter 6 ‘Strength of Will’ 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2025856
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2693554?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1468-0114.00026/abstract
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/p/pod/dod-idx/normativity-commitment-and-instrumental-reason.pdf?c=phimp;idno=3521354.0001.004
http://web.b.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=e772a21c-9210-41fa-9d12-52b9748c26c9%40sessionmgr111&hid=107&bdata=JkF1dGhUeXBlPWlwLGNvb2tpZSx1cmwsdWlkJnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZSZzY29wZT1zaXRl#db=aph&AN=52815259

